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1st Flights of Spring
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Date:
April 2, 1988
Pilot/Builder:
Jim Young

J

Aircraft:
Hiperbipe
Place:
Addison

Date:
April 18, 1988
Pilot/Builder:
Bud Judy
Aircraft:
Original Design
Place:
Aero Valley
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AERO-COUNTRY AIRPORT

The Dallas Area Sport Aviation Airport
Hangar Space Available for E A A Members
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CONTACT: Clair J. Button (214) 231-6070
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HANGER RENTALS
TIE-DOWN RENTALS
LLlOO AV GAS
UNLEADED AUTO GAS

4500 Ratliff Ln. Ste 109
Meacham Field. Loe 2N
Dallas. Texas 75248
Fort Worth. Texas 76106 ·
(214) 931-9896
(817) 624-9882
INSPECTIONS
QUALITY MAINTENANCE
MAJOR REPAIRS

NORTHEAST OF
McKINNEY, TX.
ON HIGHWAY 2933
(214)542-7601

AERODROME
AIRPARK
'
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AERO VALLEY AIRPORT
ROANOKE, TEXAS

THIS SPACE AVAILABLE
DONSAIR
"PLANE THINGS"
SALES - TRADES • BROKERING

DON LEWIS

HANGER 430-8740
METRO(8171498-0539

$40. PER YEAR RATE
CALL (214) 276-1691

PREZ'S PAGE: FLY-BY NOTES

We truly had an airport meeting this past month. Many thanks to Scott
Carter for letting us use his hangar, ADS Aircraft Services, for our
meeting. Next month's meeting will be back at the Walnut Hill Recreation
Center. The program will concern B.F.R.infomation. Vie will be doing
BFRs during the Airport Meeting at Terrell in May. Contact John Crook
regarding CFis and BFR information. He will be sharing the monthl
program time at the Rec. Center with Charlie Jirik,CFI, 15,000 hr. pilot,
and a I just love to fly guy. If you don 1t want a BFR join us at Terrell
on Saturday for flying, fun, hot dogs, and Bravo Sierra.
Many thanks to a Chapter member who wishes to be anonymous who
donated the food for the Spring Fling. Your generosity and enthusiasm
are appreciated. The Spring Fling was a great success. The weather
cooperated,though I had my doubts at 4am Sat. morning when I woke
to thunder storms. (That 1s a lesson to Murphy and his law). We had the
most airplanes at the meeting that we 1ve ever had. While Pm on the
subject, I invite you to attend ott1e,· Chapter's Airport Meetings/Fly-Ins.
The IAC breakfast Fly- in in Sherman was a lot of fun. These activities
are listed in People Planes and Places in our Newsletter.
Paul Kepner,our editor, is taking a vacation. Bruce Culver will be taking
~is place. Thank you Bruce! If you have ideas,time, or other contributions
to make Please contact me or Bruce. Our Newsletter is a model for
other Chapters and keeps our members in touch. We need your Support!
Congratulations to Bud Judy on the 1st flight of his Stephens Aero.
Our special collection recouped $120 for the Chater expenses for TCA
mailings and printing.
Hudson Airport Airshow is coming up June 4. This is an opportunity
for our Chapter to show our airplanes in Fly-bys and static display as
well as let people know who WE are and promote sport aviation, EAA,
and Chapter 168. Please contact Mel Asberry (517-5070) if you are
interested in participating in any way.
Respectfully submitted,
Chris
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THINK OF A CLOUD AS A 250 kt. AIRPLANE !!
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EAA 168

DISCLAIMER
We would like to make you aware that, as always, in
past, present, and future, any communication issued by
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION, CHAPTER ONE-SIXTYEIGHT, INC., regardless of the ~orm, fo:m~t, and/or
media used which includes, but 1s not l1m1ted to
HANGAR ECHOES and audio/video recordings is presented
only in the light of a clearing house of ide~s, ~pinions
and personal experience accounts. Anyone u~1ng 1de~s,
opinions, information, etc., does so at. t~e 7r own d 7scretion and risk. Therefore,no respons1b1l1ty or liability is expressed or implied and you are without recourse to anyone. Any event announced and/or listed
herein is done so as a matter of information only and
does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement,
control or direction of any event (this includes OSHKOSH).
Plez read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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EAA DALLAS CHAPTER I 68
MONTHLY AIRPORT MEETING

UNICOM

SATURDAY AFTER MEETING - MAY 21, 1988

ii 5TH

122.8

ANNUAL

HOSTS: BARTIE COYLE & JOHN RUSSELL
BFR GROUND SCHOOL:
10:00 AM - PART 1
FAR'S & PROCEDURES
11: 15 AM - PART 2 - AIRCRAFT OPERATION
WORK (?) SHOPS:
AIRCRAFT SHEET METAL WORKSHOP - JOHN RUSSELL
AIRCRAFT PAINTING & PREPARATION - JOHN RUSSELL
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HOT DOGS - COLD DRINKS
& PLENlY OF BRAVO SIERRA

:-WE HOPE TO HAVE DAVE BLANTON AND HIS_ AUTO_ ENGINE POWERED_ CESSNA AS_ OUR SPEC IA~~~~t~~!J

2

32

& PLACES .

PLANE~, PEOPLE
MAY

19 - THURSDAY - REGULAR CHAPTER 168 MONTHLY MEETING - AT WALNUT
HILL RECREATION CENTER - JOHN CROOK AND CHARLEY JIRIK WILL
TALK ABOUT BIENNIAL FLIGHT REVIEWS - SEE PAGE 2 FOR MAP OF
LOCATION. IMPORTANT - DUE TO THE EARLIER CLOSING OF RECREATION CENTERS, THE MEETING WILL START EXACTLY AT 18:30.
SO AS NOT TO JEPRODIZE OUR PERMISSION TO USE THE FACILITY,
CONVERSATIONS AFTER THE CLOSE OF THE MEETING WILL HAVE TO
BE HELD OUTSIDE.
21 - SATURDAY - 10:00 'TILL - - - - CHAPTER 168 AIRPORT MEETING.
TERRELL MUNICIPAL AIRPORT. BIENNIAL FLIGHT REVIEWS (BFR/IN).
SEE MAP ON PAGE 2 - IF THE WEATHER WILL GIVE US A BREAK THIS
TIME, DAVE BLANTON AND HIS AUTO ENGINE POWERED CESSNA WILL
FLY IN AND BE OUR SPECIAL GUEST.
JUNE
2 - THURSDAY - 19:00 - CHAPTER 168 DIRECTOR'S MEETING.- OPEN TO
INTERESTED MEMBERS - SEE PAGE 2 FOR MAP LOCATION.
4.- SATURDAY - 3RD ANNUAL MESQUITE AIR SHOW - HUDSON AIRPORT
(MESQUITE) CALL NORM SEATON OR MEL ASBERREY FOR DETAILS.
AIRPORT WILL BE CLOSED FROM 1:00 p.rn. to 4:00 p.rn. FOR THE
AIR SHOW - MEL ASBERRY WILL ANNOUNCE THE PORTION IN WHICH
EAA MEMBERS MAY FLY. MEMBERS WHICH WANT TO FLY IN THE SHOW
MUST ATTEND THE MORNING PILOT'S BRIEFING. THE AIR SHOW IS
LOOKING FOR SOME OF THOSE GOOD EAA VOLUNTEERS FOR ASSISTANCE.

PHIL L. HUDSON
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

MESQUITE
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9. - THURSDAY - 19:00 - HANGAR ECHOES ASSEMBLY.
10-11-12 - TEXAS AIR EXPO 1 88 - TSTI AIRPORT, FORMERLY JAMES
CONNALLY AFB. EAA MEMBERS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND AND PARTICIPATE. YOU CAN FLY IN TO THE AIRPORT FROM 7:00 a.rn. -10:00 EACH DAY. FLYING EVENTS BEGIN AT NOON AND ARE OVER
BY 5:30. FLY-INS CAN DEPART AFTER THE FLYING EVENTS. FOR
MORE INFORMATION, CALL (817) 752-9845.
16 -

THURSDAY - 18:30 - REGULAR CHAPTER 168 MONTHLY MEETING JOHN KYKKER OF NASA WILL RETURN WITH SOME NEW GOODIES.
(REMEMBER THOSE SPELL-BINDING FILMS OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE/
747 DEVELOPEMENT COMBINATION)?

18 -

SATURDAY - 10:00 'TILL -- 168 AIRPORT MEETING - KITTY HAWK.
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C~APTER 16a MEMBERS MAKE 1st FLl~~TS

Apr I I was a very good month for flying, and two of our Chapter 168 members
took ful I advantage of the outstanding weather to make 1st fl lghts, the
start of what should be an exciting flying season for them.
The first to fly was Jim Young In his Sorrell "Hlperblpe" (J:ilgh E.EB.formance
fli.E.lan~) on Saturday, Apr I I 2nd at Addison Airport. As some of you wl I I
remember,
Jim, and at
least parts of this airplane, made a previous 1st
fl lght a couple of years ago, and the plane flew great, "hands-off" as they
say.
Unfortunately, on the 2nd fl lght, a fuel starvation problem resulted
In a forced off-field landing in a wet wheat field.
The airplane was very
heavl ly damaged (totaled by the Insurance Company).
Jim lmmedlately went
back to work on what was now a new 51% protect. thus this latest fl lght
certainly qual I fies as a
legitimate 1st flight and also a testament to
Jim's tremendous perseverance and determination! And the unfal I Ing support
of his wife,
Peggy. should certainly not be overlooked. When we tried to
contact Jim to obtain pictures and 1st fl lght impressions, we found that he
and Peggy had Just
left for a wel I earned three week vacation In Europe
(wives take note!). Our thanks to Wade Mumaw (our first Hlperblpe bul Ider)
for helping us obtain access to Jim's hangar to obtain the cover picture.
For those youngsters who may be unfaml I lar with this great flying, fully
aerobatic airplane,
It
Is a two seat, side-by-side biplane with negative
stagger wings ( lower wing sets farward of the upper wing), and an unusual
constant width fuselage.
Jim Is using a 180 HP Lycoming 0-360 engine with
a Hartzel I constant speed prop.
Empty weight usually runs about 1200 LBS.
We' I I get a fl lght report from Jim when he returns and pass It on to you.
Our second 1st fl lght for Apri I was by Bud Judy Is his original design
aerobatic mid-wing.
Yes folks,
this is a true "scratch bul It" project,
rather unusua I these days.
( How many of us, Inc I ud Ing you p I ast i c p I ane
bul lders can say "scratch bui It" for Mr. Rodgers?). Not many, but of
course not many of us would care to count up to .1.2,, which Is the number of
years he has been working of this project. Bud flew on Saturday, Apr I I
18th, and has made several additional fl lghts. He has made several minor
adjustments to Improve the hand I Ing and engine cool Ing.
Bud chose the basic size and single seat mid-wing configuration of the
Stephan's Akro for his plane, but that Is where the slml larlty ends. With
the able assistance of Al Backstrom and his sl Ide rule to help with the
stress analysis, Bud designed the plane to have a true symmetrical wing
alrfoi I, with a main spar stressed for+ & -12 G's. You might also note
t he do u b I e f I y i n g w I res on t he em pen nag e ( ta I I feat her s ) .
I t h i n k Bud has
some definite plans to do some unusual attitude flying!
Because this Is an
original design, Bud expected he would have to make a few adjustments to
the fl lght control surfaces and cowl Ing, so he wisely chose not to complete
his painting before the 1st fl lghts. He did however finish the painting of
the wings, and I wish I had a good picture to show It to you. Baslcal ly It
Is a strobe style with strelght I Ines of dark blue on the I lght background
running para I lel
to the wing spar, from wing tip to wing tip.
It should
look really sharp when the plane Is flown on Knife edge (pun Intended)!
Bud has trimmed the size of the al leron spades to obtain tne rol I hand I ing
characteristics he wanted and Is presently working of the air Inlet of his
up-draft cool Ing to control the engine ol I temperature.
Incidentally, the
engine he
Is using
Is a 180 hp Lycoming 0-360 that was also used In his
previous airplane.
The plane weighs In at a I lttle over 900 lbs.
know al I of us look farward to seeing Jim, Bud, and their airplanes at
some of our upcoming "Airport Meeting",
In the meantime Happy Flying
ge~tlem~n. you've earned It !
C .. J.B. ·
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Well it's that time again.
Once a year we roll out the old
BFR-IN and dedicate ourselves to the task of recurrency. For those
new to the chapter as well as some of the old timers let me review.
Almost 5 years ago a number of us in the chapter was trying to
th~nk up w~ys that the chapter could furnish a real different and
unique service to the members. After several hours of down-rite
hard thinking and a goodly number of our favorite beverages the idea
of the BFR-IN was born.
The BFR-IN is in effect a mass BFR (Biennial Flight Review).
It's a way to sit down with many of your friends at the airport and
in a single day with hotdogs and in your our lawn chair complete all
the ground work requirements for a BFR. Then if your plane is handy
or you wish to rent one of the local spam-cans you may by only
crossing the instructor's palm with a few dollars have yoµrselves
some flying and a brand new BFR. By the way BFRs are suppose to be
good for two years, not the five or six year interval that some of
the club members wait between reviews.
Look through Hangar Echoes for the time, schedule and map to
Terrell, the ground work, which is all free, will start at 10-ish
and two hours later plus a couple of cold drinks if you want to fly
you can too.
The flying which you pay for plane and instructor is
on a first come first serve basis. We'll give you a slip of paper
that's good for one year so that if you want to do the ground work
at Terrell and the flying another day you can.
Special note DAVE BLANTON and the Cessna 175 with
302V6 is scheduled to be at Terrell during the BFR-IN.

the Ford

Now for the super good news.
To kick off the whole BFR-IN act
this year we'll start with a review of all the areas that need to be
given a little extra attention by all the pilots in the club as
noted by reviewing last year flying notes.
I thought perhaps a
review of high speed trailer acrobatics and flutter wing moni flying
would do the trick but was out voted. To replace the above topics
we have invited CAPT CHARLIE JIRIK, who just happens to be the
flight instructor to the president, to help.
CAPT JIRIK has had
many years of flying experience and knows enough hangar flying tales
to last for hours. CAPT CROOK, will attempt to assist CHARLIE
should the need arise. This should be a great meeting so bring all
those question about anything to do with flying to the meeting and
I'm sure you'll get at least one or two good answers.
Note the monthly meeting will be back at the rec center this month.

The Ugly Airplane Group
than

CAPT CROOK, has collected a couple of names and will be more
glad to take you name down as an interested party.
JOHN

RU~SE~L and CAPT CROOK are working on a detail analysis of projected
building cost etc. It is scheduled for Hangar Echoes next month.
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TRIVIAL
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P O R S O I T
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As with all stories, fiction . or otherwise, the accuracy of the facts
as well as the entertainment value may be somewhat in doubt, but the
intent is ever there. With that firmly in mind, I can't swear to it
but this is what I think I overheard.
As we left a couple of months my friend and the gentleman pilot were
sitting in the deepest part of the total silence in the middle of
the nightmare that was at one time a dream.
Concurrently, at least
two worlds, maybe more, had come to an end. To top it all off my
friend's next wish also did not materialize either. The wish was
that Scotty would beam him any place besides his current position.

a,

After what seemed like an eternity it started. A strange sound
could barely be heard, again the sound repeated itself. The sound
had come from muffled source.
It's the sound that your body makes
when it is depleted of oxygen and needs more. After a lifetime,
breath returned to all concerned.
And after the first couple of
breaths the four set of eyes that were as big as saucers
(two
belonging to the pilot/spectators and two belonging to th~ early
morning shift of the FBO line crew) met.
The dream machine had
terminated it exercise so that it was now pointed directly at the
airport office located at mid-field and a mere a 100 feet away.
Do
you really think we'd let these guys ground-loop in private. Mark
my words for every bad landing there will always be at least two
witnesses. For every good landing the history will be recorded by
none.
It took the longest 5 minutes ever recorded for the spectators to
remove themselves from the plane or the remnants thereof.
They
received not an injury that was recorded but a couple of bruises
were dul¥ noted.
The remnants fared not as well. The right aileron
was hanging on by a single inboard hinge and the fiberglass wingti p
had long since departed the wingtip it at one time protected.
It
now reposed some distance away. the right outboard wing panel had a
strange new twist that had just been added and was certainly not to
the designers specification.
The old solid tire on the tail wheel
had been freed from its former station and now stood at attention
some 500 feet away squarely on the centerline of the runway.
It
stood there as if questioning why the remnants had not followed the
same straight line it had. The tailwheel was ground absolutely flat
on at least two tangents and one tailwheel spring had failed its
duty sometime during the entire proceedings.
The right wheel
fairing was broken loose on one side.
More than half of The outside
of the right main wheel casting had been broken away, but the tire
had not failed. By remaining at its station the tire had saved the
propeller and surely the engine from the ultimate sudden stop. The
ultimate sudden stop in this case could have cost $18,000.00 for a
new constant speed propeller and engine.
Now

let's

see according

to

NTSB

820

there

are some

types

of

incidences, not accidents, mind you do not have to be reported.
As
you recall will recall from your student pilot days NTSB 820
(National Transportation Safety Board Rule 820) is the last section
in the AOPA little bitty flying handbook. NTSB 820 is the ultimate
word on reporting incidences and accidents. Back to the story I
don't want too much education sneaking in here. Let's see - NTSB
820 - there is damage to rotor blades.
H'm, even thou a fast ground
loop makes a plane's wing look like a set of rotor blades at times
that is not their original mission therefore plane wings are not
rotor blades.
No, we'll have to dig deeper. Ah, here we go wheels,
tires,
and wheel fairings.
Sounds good if we define it as all
material to the side and above the wheel used to fair the wheel as a

wheel fairing.

Yep,

that will work perfect the

wheel fairings now

stretches from the bottom of the wheel pants to the top of the
rudder or tallest antenna and according to NTSB 820, damage to
wheels and tires is a freeby.
I love rationalizing •
Now wingtips. Wingtips were looking better already.
The wing tip
if defined as the area fr om the end o f the wing outboard to 1/2 the
distance to the other end of the other wing terminus.
In English
that's from the end of the wing to the middle of the fuselage.
In
that case we just have extensive wing tip damage.
Let's see now
that's then a little damage to the WING-TIP, WHEEL FAIRINGS, WHEELS,
and TIRES.
According to

parties

NTSB 820 and

concerned

this was

a liberal interpretation thereof

definitely

an

incidence and

by all

not

an

accident,
Therefore with the aid of the two set of large eyed line
boys the plane/dream/incidence was removed from the runway environ
with the speed of light.
In a matter of a couple of hour it was
sitting on a trailer with its wing off ready for the trip home.
By
the end of the day the plane was back home in the hangar ready to
have a few minor adjustments made, namely a new wing, etc.
Note in interpreting NTSB 820, it has been noted that the fewer the
witnesses and the faster the plane can be carted off definitely give
one a wider leeway in the applicati o n of the word of the law .
I
myself would never stretch the word of the law,
but I
think it
should be noted that I have heard of others that hold to the above
interpretation.
It is my understanding that no report was filed on
the above incidence. Besides how long is your wingtip anyway?

Well keep the light on and the hangar door open.
We've got to get
these guys back in the air and you need to know about such things as
5 minute epoxy and the Atomic Gum Ball Machine,
Wing Tips and
Widgets, and Headsets/Hippies/and Gato-Blasters.
Y'all remember
this is just a story and none of it could possible be true.

• and as always THANKS CAPTAIN,
PEACE.

• CAPTAIN D G PILOT

MAGNIFICENT MEN AND THEIR FLYING MACHINE
OR
PLANO TO LAKELAND IN 1-1/2 DAYS
By MEL
The two men could not believe their luck.
Here they were trying
to figure out the best and most economical way of getting to
Florida's Sun 'N Fun fly-in when fortune fell upon them. A local
aircraft owner was moving to Florida and needed to have his airplane delivered there. The two men thought long and hard (about
5 seconds) before submitting themselves to such a grueling task.
But, hey, someone has to do these things! They were soon "checked
out" in the clipped wing spam can with the tail wheel on the wrong
end. The owner supplied them with the keys, a hand-held NavCom
radia, gas money, and a case of 70 weight oil.
The daring young men got to the airport early Tuesday morning only
to find the battery with ~ust enough spark to engage the starter
(making it impossible to 'hand prop" the engine). With a good
boost from a land machine battery the engine roared to life and
the two men were Florid bound. Their first stop was Ruston, Louisiana where they pumped fuel into the wing spars and filled the
engine with 70 wt. oil. Then on to Hattiesbug, Mississippi where
they pumped more fuel into the wings and again filled the engine
with 70 wt.
It was getting to be lunch time so they picked up
sandwiches, chips, and drinks for an aerial picnic. Did you ever
consider the advantage of an aerial picnic? No ants! And believe
me when I say that's the only advantage.
Early afternoon with the clouds getting lower, the two men made an
unscheduled stop at Brewton, Alabama where they punped still more
fuel into the short wings.
Once more fulled the engine with 70 wt.
and called flight service. Two hours later another call to flight
service confirmed that the weather was moving on. Wanting to get
as far as possible, the two men continued to Marianna, Florida
where they again caught up with the weather front.
Upon landing
at Marianna they filled the wing spars with fuel and called the
local Holiday Inn for a courtesy car. Arriving at the airport
next morning, they were met with a phone message telling them that
their ground crew was already in Lakeland (how embarrassing).
After topping off the engine with 70 wt. (I'll bet you thought I
forgot), the aviators resumed their trip.
Their next stop was
Crystal River, Florida where more fuela and 70 wt. were added.
Only seventy miles left for the last leg.
Not knowing how long it
might take to get into the fly-in, they wanted to be sure they had
plenty of fuel and oil.
But all good things must come to an end
and by noon they were under the direction of Lakeland ATC following
a Cessna Centurion between the orange water tower and the Golf
course all the way down to runway 27 right (that's the skinny runway that looks like a taxiway).
continued next page
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continued - - and now at Sun 'N Fun.
After securely tying down the clipped wing spam can with the tail
wheel on the wrong end, the two brave aviators joined their waiting ground crew and enjoyed three beautiful days representing EAA
Chapter 168 at Sun 'N Fun 1 88.
By the way, did I mention that one of the men (the more experienced
ATP) enjoyed the flight so much that he refused to look outside the
cockpit for almost half of the trip? As a final note, I would like
to point out that the entire trip was made safety without "Mode C".
SUN 'N FUN WAS ! Don Christiansen (constructing an RV-4) went
into estatic orbit when given a demo ride and allowe/to pilot
an RV from an adjacent airport. Got the general opinion from
all of the Chapter 168 members at Sun 'N Fun that they enjoyed
the meet even more than that of Oshkosh. - - Sacrilage ! (Editor)
FOR SALE - NICE FLYING CESSNA 175, 1959, STRAIGHT TAIL, LOW T/T,
150 SMOH, G0-300, RUNS GOOD, INCLUDES DAVE BLANTON V-6, $10,000.
CALL JOHN GUTHRIE
267-0560
FUN IN THE WILD BLUE
The following letter was written by LINDA HAMILTON (her spouse is
our Hangar Echoes Publisher, Jim Hamilton). May we all so widen
our enjoyment of the flying experience.
"I would like to give my sincere thanks to Mr. Phil Leslie for the
aerobatic ride he gave me on April 23 at the Phil Hudson airport.
This was my first ride in an S2 Pitts and I must say; "It was fantastic"! I am not sure I could make anyone understand how exciting
this was unless they had had the pleasure of an aerobatic ride in

and S2 Pitts.
It was as if the whole sky had opened up and said, "come on in,
your in God's country now and your as free as a bird''. Believe me
it was definitely one of the greatest things that has ever happened
to me. I couldn't say for sure which of the maneuvers I enjoyed
the most, I guess the hammerhead was the best, but then it's really
hard to say because I enjoyed them all.
I guess you could say it was somewhat like riding a rollercoaster
only ten times more exciting. I really think if you enjoy flying
and you've never done this type of flying before, you should try it
if you get the chance.
Thanks again Mr. Leslie for the wonderful experience, I'll never
forget it or you.
Sincerly, Mrs. Linda Hamilton
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BELA'S AIRCRAFT
ENGINE & ACCESSORY SHOP
2711 BROOKFIELD, DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
(OFF DENTON DRIVE LOVE FIELD AREA)

ua-,4, 315-,.-, -,7a

AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST
Airport Residential Lots and Hanger sites.
Restricted
Municipal Water

2900 ft. Paved & Ughted Runway

FAA CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION 1202 • 14B

contact John Austin-:- 1-347-2030

BELA AMBRUS: RESIDENCE (214} 352-8149
ENGINE OVERHAUL.

PARTS EXCHANGE

'

TEXAS' GREATEST SPO-RT AIRPORT

A SPACE LIKE THIS IS
D. E. CHRISTIANSEN, 0.0.

AVAILABLE FOR YOUR AD AT

Family Medicine
Aviation Medical Examiner

A $40.00 PER YEAR RATE Office 298-6174
222 S, Cedar Ridge
Ans. Service 521-4111
Duncanville, Texas 75116
Office Hours By Appointment

GEM Al RCA AFT SUPPLY ,INC.
8122 DENTON DR. DALLAS, TX. 75235
(214) 350-7066
DOYLE ADAMS
SEE US FOR PAINT, AIRCRAFT TOOLS,
HARDWARE, SAFETY WIRE, BATTERIES,
'MOST AIRCRAFT PARTS &SUPPLIES.
WE ARE OPEN 9: 00-5: 00 MON. -FRI.
AND 9:00-1:00 SATURDAY

CALL 517-5070

George Carroll

(214) 137-35511

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY
7204 PABWELK
(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg.)

DALLAS,TEXAS75235
AN •

MS •

NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES

MICHAEi ff.CISCO, r.E.

Htlicopt,r Salts

1909 DUKE DRIVE •RICHARDSON , TEXAS. 75081• ~1411eo-e744

SUPPORT OUR
ADVERTISERS WITH
YOUR PATRONAGE

- JlotorBra/t
~

Repre1enting

1114/?0l-1114

J ...
~
AMCltAFT INC.

A SPACE LIKE THIS IS

Aircraft Rllrleval
. Damaged Aircraft Storage

AVAILABLE FOR YOUR AD AT
A $40.00 PER YEAR RATE CALL 276-1691

UNdParta
Buy & Sell Problem Aiforal

Air
Salvage

•

-·,II

-~/W" - - -

Of
Dallas

Lanca1ter Airport

1361 FERRIS RD.
LANCASTER TEX.
75146
(214) 227-1111

Propellers for anything

• 0\.erotec

"When

you;;;'~~IR

PARTS •

ACCESSORIES •

. .'

HARDWARE

214-447-2010

(214) 350-5531

a

FABRIC SUPPLIES

2818 CENTURY (Off Denton Drive)

DALL.AS. TEXAS 75220

. EAA

RT. 1. BOX 1025
QUINLAN, TEXAS 75474

ROBERT (MAC> POWELL

a, ..

Toll•frH in Te1ta11 (800) 442-3058

OFF DOPE

Airplanes
Instruments
Engines
Radios

SUPPORT OUR
ADVERTISERS

WITH

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC.
320 F.M. 1885 E.
Weatherford, TX 76086

YOUR PATRONAGE

BOBBY OSBORN

EAA CHAPTER 188 DALLAS
POST OFFICE BOX ·1 ea
ADDISON, TEXAS 75001-0188

EAA CHAPTER 188 DA• • AS

~n~

.

TNFORMATTON .

5Y(!,~J~[J_,(!,'flfl(!,~
CHANGES AND INPUTS. CALL 276-1691

817·682-4220

